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Abstract

When there is no central administrator to con-
trol the actions of nodes in a distributed system,
the users may deviate for personal gain. The
BAR model describes the three types of nodes
in these environments: Byzantine nodes deviate
arbitrarily, Altruistic nodes follow the protocol,
and Rational nodes deviate for gain.

Previous attempts at writing BAR-Tolerant
protocols have relied on a form of policing that
makes sure that all non-Byzantine nodes follow
the same protocol. This method makes it impos-
sible to take advantage of the Altruistic nodes.

In this paper we introduce a new equilibrium
concept that does not rely on such strong polic-
ing. As a result, we can leverage Altruistic nodes
when they are present. We give a condition that
is sufficient to ensure that protocol guarantees
hold despite Rational and Byzantine nodes, and
we show how to use the new equilibrium concept
and condition to build a BAR-Tolerant Termi-
nating Reliable Broadcast protocol. Our pro-
tocol leverages Altruistic nodes to reduce the
amount of extra work that Byzantine nodes can
inflict on the system.

1 Introduction

Fault-tolerance approaches that were appropri-
ate for clusters of computers are not appropri-
ate for cooperative services,1 peer-to-peer sys-
tems where there is no central administrator con-
trolling all of the nodes in the system. Freed

1Other work also refers to them as MAD, for “multiple
administrative domains”.

from the oversight of a central administrator, the
humans (or users) can interfere with the configu-
ration of their computers or even replace the soft-
ware in order to maximize their benefit or mini-
mize their costs. This cause of deviation is not a
concern for clusters of computers because, there,
the person controlling the computers wants them
to run the software without deviation.

The behavior of maximizing one’s benefit (po-
tentially at the expense of others) that we find
in cooperative services has been investigated in
other contexts by economists for some time [18,
25, 34]; it also appears in game theory [16] where
it is called rational. Rational behavior has been
observed in distributed computer systems, in the
context of network congestion [19] and “free rid-
ing” [2, 20] on file-sharing systems [17, 24]. For
example, 66% of users on the Gnutella network
share no file at all. Rational behavior can lead
to the well-known tragedy of the commons [18,
25], in which the actions best for individuals are
detrimental to the system as a whole.

Cooperative services should not be modeled
using the Byzantine model [21] because many
problems of interest cannot be solved when all
nodes are Byzantine (such as consensus in even-
tual synchrony [12] or with a fair scheduler [7]),
yet in cooperative services it is conceivable that
every node will deviate from the protocol because
of the actions of the rational users that are con-
trolling them. Cooperative services should not
be described only in terms of rational utility-
maximizing nodes either [18, 25, 30, 34], because
although this approach handles rational behav-
ior it is brittle in the face of Byzantine failures.
Since Byzantine deviations may go against a node’s
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best interest, they are not covered by this model.
For example, the AS7007 incident [31]—where
a misconfigured router announced that it was
the best path to most of the Internet and dis-
rupted global connectivity for over two hours—
demonstrates the damage a single faulty node
can cause in a system that is not Byzantine-
tolerant.

The BAR model [5, 9, 29] is best adapted to
cooperative services. Its name comes from the
three types of nodes that it models: Byzantine,
Altruistic, and Rational. Byzantine nodes may
deviate arbitrarily from the protocol. Altruistic
nodes follow the protocol, and Rational nodes
only deviate from the protocol if that increases
the utility they receive.

Rational nodes may not be willing to take
part in computation steps that contribute to
system performance if the utility that they get
from the computation is less than the cost it-
self. So, optimization opportunities may be lost
when nodes are Rational instead of Altruistic.
This “price of anarchy” has been measured for
the virus inoculation game [32]. Existing proto-
cols for the BAR model (e.g. [22, 29]) can toler-
ate both Byzantine and Rational behavior, but
they force Altruistic and Rational nodes to be-
have identically, thus paying the full price for
anarchy even when Altruistic nodes are present.

In this paper we show how to design proto-
cols that leverage altruistic behavior, if present.
These protocols specify computation steps that
Altruistic nodes will follow and Rational nodes
may omit. As a result, protocol performance
can be improved when nodes behave altruisti-
cally, even if the identity of the Altruistic nodes
is not necessarily known.

The paper is organized along two main sec-
tions. After a quick reminder of the BAR model
in Section 2, Section 3 focuses on the theoreti-
cal aspects and defines the BAR-Tolerance con-
cept, describing the conditions under which Ra-
tional nodes may deviate without harming the
system. Section 4 shows how to apply the con-
cepts of the previous section to leverage altru-

ism. We use terminating reliable broadcast to
demonstrate our approach and present ATRB+,
the first BAR-Tolerant protocol that leverages
Altruistic nodes when they are present.

2 The BAR Model

The BAR model was developed by the authors
of [5, 9, 29]. This section is a reminder of the
model introduced in these earlier works.

Consider a set N of n nodes; each node
knows N and can identify the nodes it communi-
cates with (either through authenticated links or
through shared secrets). Each node i is given a
suggested protocol σi. Node i might follow a dif-
ferent protocol σ′i for one of two reasons. First,
since there is no central authority, the user con-
trolling node i might replace σi with some other
protocol σ′i for its benefit. Second, some of the
nodes may deviate from the protocol as a result
of a hardware or software failure, or user mistake.

The Byzantine Altruistic Rational (BAR)
model addresses these considerations by classi-
fying nodes into the following three categories.

• Byzantine nodes may deviate arbitrarily
from the suggested protocol for any reason.
They may be misconfigured, compromised,
malfunctioning, misprogrammed, or they
may just be optimizing for an unknown
utility function that differs from the utility
function used by Rational nodes—for in-
stance, by ascribing value to harm inflicted
on the system or its users.

• Altruistic nodes follow their suggested pro-
tocol exactly. Intuitively, Altruistic nodes
correspond to correct nodes in the fault-
tolerance literature. Altruistic nodes may
reflect the existence of Good Samaritans
and “seed nodes” in real systems. How-
ever, in the BAR model, nodes that crash
cannot be classified as Altruistic.2

2If needed, the BAR model could be expanded to allow
for crashing Altruistic nodes.
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• Rational nodes reflect self-interest and seek
to maximize their benefit according to
one of a known set U of utility func-
tions. Rational nodes will deviate from
the suggested protocol if and only if do-
ing so increases their estimated utility from
participating in the system. The utility
function must account for a node’s costs
(e.g., computation cycles, storage, incom-
ing and/or outgoing network bandwidth,
power consumption, or threat of financial
sanctions [23]) and benefits (e.g., access to
remote storage [6, 10, 23, 28], network ca-
pacity [26], or computational cycles [36])
for participating in a system.

Nodes that deviate from the protocol (other
than by crashing) have been considered Byzan-
tine in the past. Tolerating Byzantine failures
is costly and sometimes even infeasible, as we
have seen. The BAR model allows us to model
some of these deviating nodes using a stronger
model in which it is possible to design protocols
for situations where the Byzantine model would
not apply (for example, when all nodes deviate
because doing so is in their benefit). The BAR
model is accurate [35] in the sense that rational
behavior has been observed to take place, and
we show that the BAR model is tractable in the
sense that useful protocols can be designed for
it.

Under BAR, the goal is to provide guarantees
similar to those from Byzantine fault-tolerance
to “all Rational and Altruistic nodes” as opposed
to “all correct nodes.” We distinguish two classes
of protocols that meet this goal.

• Incentive-Compatible Byzantine Fault-
Tolerant (IC-BFT) protocols: A protocol
is IC-BFT if it tolerates Byzantine nodes
and if it is in the best interest of all
Rational nodes to follow the protocol
exactly. An IC-BFT protocol therefore
must define the optimal protocol for a
Rational node.

• Byzantine Altruistic Rational Tolerant
(BAR-Tolerant) protocols: A protocol is
BAR-Tolerant if it tolerates Byzantine and
Rational nodes, even if the Rational nodes
deviate from the protocol. Note that all
IC-BFT protocols are also BAR-Tolerant.

3 BAR-Tolerant Protocols

3.1 Overview

In our setup, each node i is given a protocol σi

for consideration. We call σi node i’s suggested
protocol; Altruistic nodes will follow that proto-
col but we do not know a-priori what protocol
the Rational and Byzantine nodes will decide to
follow. Given a desired property P , our goal is
to find a protocol σ that satisfies P when σ is
given as the suggested protocol to each node in
a cooperative service (or, more generally, to find
a protocol profile ~σ with the same property; a
protocol profile may assign a different protocol
to each node).

The first step is to specify the beliefs of the
Rational nodes. In this paper we assume that
all Rational nodes believe that the other nodes
may be Altruistic, Rational or Byzantine (but
do not initially know which is which), and that
there are at most f Byzantine nodes. We focus
on synchronous protocols and consider Rational
nodes that do not collude (colluding nodes are
classified as Byzantine, so we can tolerate some
collusion). We assume that Rational nodes only
consider protocols that terminate3 (we denote
this set of protocols with Σ).

The second step is to specify what value the
Rational nodes assign to events and possible fu-
ture events. Events are valued using an utility
function u that assigns a numerical score to an
outcome of the protocol as seen by that particu-
lar node; the outcome is an execution trace, con-
ceptually a history of the states that node was

3Recall that the protocol is repeated, so an infinite
horizon game and terminating protocols are not mutually
exclusive.
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in. Outcomes with higher utility are preferred.
Different nodes may have a different utility func-
tion, so we specify the set U of all utility func-
tions that Rational nodes may have. For exam-
ple some nodes may try to minimize their band-
width costs while some other nodes may only
care about their CPU costs. The value of possi-
ble future events is based on the utility function
but it must also take into account the nodes’
optimism or pessimism when comparing several
possible future scenarios. Section 3.2 defines the
estimated utility to quantify Rational nodes’ out-
look on the future.

These first two steps are common with previ-
ous methods for writing BAR protocols [5, 9, 29].
The next steps differ in that they allow us to
leverage Altruistic nodes.

The third step is to pick a protocol profile ~σ
and a rational envelope ~Υ. σi is the suggested
protocol for node i, and Υi is a set of protocols
(σi ∈ Υi). The intention is that if i is Altruistic
it follows σi and if it is Rational then it follows
some protocol in Υi. A sufficient condition is
that ~Υ satisfies the BAR Equilibrium condition
(Section 3.3).

The final step is to check whether ~σ and ~Υ
satisfy the BART property (Section 3.4) given
the choice of U and estimated utility. We show
in that section that if BART holds, then the goal
is reached: property P holds when ~σ is the sug-
gested protocol.

3.2 Estimating the Utility

As part of specifying the Rational nodes, one
must codify how these nodes value possible fu-
ture outcomes. This subsection is a reminder of
the concept of estimated utility [5, 29, 9]. The
estimated utility function û describes the util-
ity that a given node estimates it will receive
by continuing to follow a given protocol. The
starting point for û is the utility function u: if
a node i had sufficient information to determine
the actions of every node—including the Byzan-
tine nodes—then i could compute the future out-
come and consequently directly compute its util-

ity ui for running the protocol e times (recall that
u maps outcomes to real numbers). The outcome
derives from the protocols that nodes follow and
the utility derives from the outcome, so we can
express the utility directly as a function of the
protocols that nodes follow.

ui(~σ 	 σ′i 	 φB 	 ~υN−A−B, e) =
ui(outcome(~σ 	 σ′i 	 φB 	 ~υN−A−B, e))

In the formula above, the protocol profile ~σ
is a vector of length n that suggests a protocol to
each node. The protocol profile φB is a vector of
length n that assigns a protocol to each node of
the set B; the remaining entries in the vector are
⊥. B represents the set of Byzantine nodes. The
operation a	 b (read “a except b”) returns a list
of length n where every ⊥ element of b is replaced
by the corresponding element of a. Since A is the
set of Altruistic nodes, the set N−A−B contains
all Rational nodes. Of course, a Rational node
may not know φB or ~υN−A−B.

In our case, we consider risk-averse Ratio-
nal nodes, meaning that the nodes aim to max-
imize the worst-case utility they may receive in
response to their actions. The formula below
formalizes our notion of worst-case for a node i
based on the knowledge Ki that is available to
i (this knowledge is expressed as a trace of the
execution up to the current point, see [29] for
more detail and an explanation of the need for
Ki. See [9] for a generalization that can include
non risk-averse Rational nodes).

ûi(~σ 	 σ′i,Ki) = min
A∈A(Ki)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

min
B∈B(Ki)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

min
~υ∈~Υ︸︷︷︸
(3)

min
φB∈Σ(Ki)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(4)

lim
e→∞

1
e︸ ︷︷ ︸

(5)

ui(~σ 	 σ′i 	 φB 	 ~υN−A−B, e)

The set A(Ki) is the set of possible assign-
ments of altruistic nodes that is consistent with
the observations in Ki (for example, if a node x
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was observed to deviate from the suggested pro-
tocol then one can conclude that x is not Altruis-
tic). Rational nodes are risk-averse with respect
to which nodes are Altruistic (1), which nodes
are Byzantine (2), the behavior of the Rational
nodes within the rational envelope ~Υ (3), and
the behavior of the Byzantine nodes (4). Set
Σ(Ki) is the set of protocols that terminate and
that are consistent with the observations in Ki.
Term (5) allows us to compute the average util-
ity over an infinite game. This compounding is
necessary because the utility may be different for
certain instances. For example, a node may only
receive a benefit on some instances: this is the
case in the Terminating Reliable Broadcast ex-
ample that we discuss in Section 4, where nodes
only receive a benefit when they have the role of
sender.

The equation above shows how to compute
the estimated utility function û from the utility
function u. The set Û of all the estimated utility
functions that nodes can have is computed by
applying this transformation to each member of
U .

3.3 BAR Equilibrium

To leverage altruism, the suggested protocol
must specify tasks that Rational nodes would not
normally perform. An Altruistic node a follows
its suggested protocol σa, but a Rational node r
may instead choose to follow any of the protocols
in its rational envelope Υr.

The goal of the BAR Equilibrium is to de-
scribe the conditions under which a Rational
node r is guaranteed not to stray from its as-
signed Υr. The utility that r gets is influenced
by the choice of protocol that other nodes follow.
Since Rational nodes only deviate to increase
their estimated utility, a sufficient condition for
stability is that for each choice of protocol from
the other Rational nodes, the protocol that max-
imizes r’s utility lies in Υr. The definition below
formalizes this notion.

Definition 1. The pair (~σ, ~Υ) of the suggested

protocol profile ~σ and the rational envelope ~Υ is
a BAR Equilibrium if and only if:

∀j, ∀ûj ∈ Û ,∀Kj ∈ K,∀σ′j ∈ Σ,∃σ′′j ∈ Υj :
ûj(~σ 	 σ′j ,Kj) ≤ ûj(~σ 	 σ′′j ,Kj)

If (~σ, ~Υ) is a BAR Equilibrium, then no Ra-
tional node has an incentive to unilaterally devi-
ate from its rational envelope.

In some cases, a punishment mechanism can
be used to make sure that the rational envelope
is a BAR Equilibrium: punish nodes that are
observed to deviate. Punishment would reduce
the utility of the deviating node by, for example,
assigning it more work or excluding it from the
system. This punishment must be credible, in
the sense that it must not reduce the utility of
the punisher (otherwise the node observing the
deviation has an incentive to deviate and omit
the punishment). If the rational envelope has
the property that all deviations from it are de-
tectable (in the sense that nodes communicating
with the deviating node can establish that it left
the rational envelope), then punishment can be
effective. Otherwise, punishment must be com-
bined with careful protocol design to make sure
that the deviations that cannot be observed do
not increase the deviating node’s estimated util-
ity. It is best to choose a ~Υ that reduces as much
as possible the number of deviations that are not
detectable, since each such deviation must then
be shown not to increase the estimated utility.

3.4 BAR-Tolerance

We now have all the necessary concepts to define
BAR-Tolerance. Informally, a protocol profile ~σ
that provides some property P is BAR-Tolerant
if P is maintained despite Byzantine and Ratio-
nal deviation from the nodes. By Rational de-
viation of node i we mean a deviation from the
suggested protocol σi that increases ûi.

Definition 2. Given a threshold f on the maxi-
mum number of Byzantine nodes and a threshold
a on the minimum number of Altruistic nodes
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(the remainder nodes being Rational), and given
the set Û of estimated utility functions that Ra-
tional nodes use, we say that a protocol profile ~σ
that provides some property P is BAR-Tolerant
if there exists a rational envelope ~Υ such that
both of the following two conditions hold.

1. ∀B(|B| ≤ f),∀R(|R| ≤ n − f − a),∀~υR ∈
~ΥR: P holds despite nodes in B being
Byzantine, nodes in R following ~υR, and
the remainder nodes following ~σ.

2. (~σ, ~Υ) is a BAR Equilibrium.

We say that the protocol σ is BAR-Tolerant
if ~σ = (σ, . . . , σ) is BAR-Tolerant. Note that if
~σ is IC-BFT [29] then ~σ is also BAR-Tolerant,
for the rational envelope ~x that only contains ~σ
(formally: xi = {σi}). BAR-Tolerance is strictly
stronger than IC-BFT.

Instead of using thresholds f and a to de-
scribe the number of Byzantine and Altruistic
nodes we can adapt the more general notion of
fail-prone systems [27] and define a BAR-prone
system R as a set of triplets (B,A, R) such that
B,A, and R partition the set N of nodes. For
every run r of the system, there must exist an el-
ement r ∈ R = (Br, Ar, Rr) such that all Byzan-
tine nodes are in Br, all Altruistic nodes are in
Ar and all Rational nodes are in Rr. The (f, a)-
threshold is a special case of the BAR-Prone sys-
tem, where R = {(B,A, R) : |B| ≤ f ∧ |A| ≥
a∧B∪A∪R = N ∧ |B|+ |A|+ |R| = |N |}. This
generalization can describe more complex situ-
ations, for example when some nodes are more
likely to fail than others.

4 Example: ATRB+

4.1 Model and Problem Statement

Having introduced a framework for reasoning
about BAR-Tolerant protocols, we now demon-
strate its use with ATRB+, a BAR-Tolerant pro-
tocol for Terminating Reliable Broadcast (TRB)
that leverages Altruistic nodes to shift work

away from busy nodes. The model is syn-
chronous, so the execution is split into rounds
where nodes first receive, and then send mes-
sages. All messages sent in a round are received
on the next round. Messages can be unforge-
ably signed and unsigned messages can be sent
on authenticated links. The protocol can toler-
ate f Byzantine nodes and the remainder nodes
being Rational or Altruistic, as long as there are
at least f + 3 nodes in total.

In TRB, a distinguished node—the sender—
initiates a broadcast. We call the broadcasted
value the proposal. TRB guarantees four prop-
erties:

• Validity: if the sender is correct and broad-
casts a message m, then every correct node
eventually delivers m;

• Agreement: all correct nodes deliver the
same message;

• Integrity: all correct nodes deliver only one
message; and

• Termination: every correct node eventu-
ally delivers some message.

Our goal for ATRB+ is to guarantee the
same properties when “correct” is changed to
“Altruistic or Rational”. Further, these guar-
antees should hold even if no Altruistic node is
present. In ATRB+, nodes can indicate whether
they are busy or idle, and participating in the
protocol is less costly when nodes are idle. The
goal of ATRB+ is to leverage altruism to im-
prove the social welfare, which for this problem
we define to be the sum of every non-Byzantine
node’s utility. To reach this goal, ATRB+ shifts
work from the busy nodes to the idle nodes. Of
course, it is not possible to check whether nodes
report their busy/idle status truthfully and Ra-
tional nodes may pretend to always be busy:
writing an IC-BFT protocol would be challeng-
ing since IC-BFT requires the suggested protocol
to be optimal for all nodes. ATRB+ guarantees
that idle Altruistic nodes, if present, will take on
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work from busy nodes. When Altruistic nodes
are busy, work is allocated fairly between Ratio-
nal and Altruistic nodes. Thus, social welfare
is optimized without taking undue advantage of
the Altruistic nodes.

The ATRB+ protocol is based on TRB+ [29],
an IC-BFT TRB protocol developed by the au-
thors of [9] that, in turn, is based on Lamport’s
TRB protocol [21].

4.2 Utility to Rational nodes

Following the framework established in Sec-
tion 3.1, the first step of deriving ATRB+ is
to establish a utility function for the Rational
nodes. Each node can be busy or idle, indicat-
ing whether the machine is currently being used
for other tasks or not. When a machine is busy,
the cost to a rational node is proportional to the
number of bytes it sends and the number of dig-
ital signatures it generates (these approximate
the bandwidth and CPU costs). When a ma-
chine is idle, the cost is a tenth of the busy cost
(BAR-Tolerance is maintained for any fraction
between zero and one, choosing 1/10th is arbi-
trary). Rational nodes only get a benefit on in-
stances when they have the role of sender and if
they believe that Validity, Agreement, Integrity
and Termination hold despite arbitrary deviation
from the Byzantine nodes and deviation within
~Υ for the Rational nodes. We use α, β, and γ to
denote the constants for the cost of sending and
signing and the benefit of broadcasting, respec-
tively. Constant γ must be such that there is an
overall benefit for participating in the protocol.

The second step is to define the estimated
utility. We use definition from Section 3.2, i.e.
we assume Rational nodes are risk-averse.

4.3 Establishing a BAR Equilibrium

Again following the framework (Section 3.1), the
next step is to choose the suggested protocol ~σ
and the rational envelope ~Υ. The starting point
is clear: ~σ indicates that nodes should report

they busy/idle status truthfully, and ~Υ allows
for lies.

The next step is to come up with a pro-
tocol that implements TRB but leverages the
busy/idle indicator to optimize social welfare.
We start from the IC-BFT TRB+ protocol and
apply two observations.

First, as Dolev and Strong observed [11], it
is possible to reduce the number of messages in
TRB by designating f + 1 nodes as relay and
allowing other nodes to send messages only to
the relay nodes and not to each other directly.
We deviate slightly from how they applied that
observation by using f +2 relay nodes and a few
more messages to tolerate Rational nodes and to
ensure that the protocol still completes in f + 1
rounds rather than f + 2 in their case. We also
modify the credible punishment part of TRB+ so
that non-relay nodes do not have to participate.

Second, if the relay nodes are chosen prefer-
entially among the idle nodes (only resorting to
busy nodes if too few nodes are idle) then so-
cial welfare increases. When there is a choice
between nodes, we prefer nodes whose identity
number are closest to that of the sender. Since
the role of sender is rotated round-robin among
the nodes, this ensures that (for long periods
where no node changes its idle/busy status) the
role of relay is spread evenly among the idle
nodes.

Applying these observations yields the
ATRB+ protocol (Figures 1 and 2). Altruistic
nodes truthfully set their busy/idle status and
Rational nodes pretend to always be busy in or-
der to reduce their work. If all the nodes are
Rational, then work is spread equally among the
nodes. If some nodes are Altruistic, then some
work is shifted toward them when they are idle,
increasing social welfare. As more nodes behave
altruistically, more work is correctly shifted to
idle nodes and the social welfare is further in-
creased. The pseudocode of Figures 1 and 2 use
m:x to denote message m signed by node x, and
S − x to denote S \ {x}. Variables that con-
tain sets start with an uppercase. We use Gp to
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Round 1 for process p on instance k of the protocol :
10. Relay := getRelay(k, n, busy[ ])
11. if f > 0 then : Dest := Relay
12. else : Dest := {0 . . . (n− 1)} − sender
13. if p == sender then :
14. msg := (proposal , isBusy())
15. send ((k, j):p, (k,msg):p) to every process j in Gp ∩Dest
16. busy[p] := msg[1] ; deliver msg[0]; end
17. else if p ∈ Dest :
18. if received (k,p):sender then :
19. ticket := (k, p):sender
20. else :
21. ticket := penance(p)
22. G[p, sender] := false
23. Gp := Gp − sender
24. if received (k,msg):sender∧ msg == (proposal ,newbusy) ∧ sender ∈ Gp then :
25. Extracted := {msg}
26. Fwd := { (k,msg):sender }
27. else :
28. Extracted := Fwd := ∅
29. Gp := Gp − sender
30. else : // p 6∈ Dest
31. Extracted := Fwd := ∅

Round i (2 ≤ i ≤ f + 1) for process p 6= sender :
40. if (p ∈ Relay) ∨ (i == f + 1) then :
41. Dest := Gp − sender
42. else :
43. Dest := (Gp − sender) ∩ Relay
44. // 1. Send penance to relay nodes when necessary
45. if i == 2 ∧ p ∈ Relay then : send ticket to all procs. in (Gp − sender) ∩ Relay
46. // 2. Send two messages to all participants who have not deviated
47. for each s ∈ Fwd :
48. send s:p to all processes in Dest
49. if |Fwd| < 1 then : send filler(1, i, p) to all procs. in Dest
50. if |Fwd| < 2 then : send filler(2, i, p) to all procs. in Dest
51. Fwd := ∅
52. // 3. Receive penances when necessary
53. if i == 2 ∧ p ∈ Relay then :
54. for each process j ∈ (Gp − sender) ∩ Relay :
55 G[j, sender] := G[j, sender] ∧ (received (k,j):sender from j)
56. if received neither (k,j):sender nor penance(j ) from j then :
57. Gp := Gp − j // process j deviated from the protocol
58. // 4. Receive messages, check for deviation
59. for each process j ∈ Dest : // set of nodes p sends to == set of nodes p expects to receive from
60. if also received from j s1 and s2 s.t. valid(s1, i, j) ∧ valid(s2, i, j) ∧ head(s1) 6= head(s2),

and nothing else then :
61. for each integer l s.t. 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 :
62. if interesting(sl, i, j) then :
63. Extracted := Extracted ∪ {head(sl)}
64. if |Fwd | < 2 then : Fwd := Fwd ∪ {sl}
65. else : Gp := Gp − j // process j deviated from the protocol

Postprocessing : // At the end of the last round, decide
80. if ∃msg s.t. Extracted == {msg} then :
81. busy[sender ] := msg[1]
82. deliver msg[0]
83. else : // sender faulty
84. Gp := Gp − sender
85. deliver SF

Figure 1: ATRB+, a BAR-Tolerant protocol for Terminating Reliable Broadcast. The protocol is
run continuously, nodes take turn being sender for an instance. The next figure shows initialization.
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Initialization for process p :
1. Gp := {0 . . . (n− 1)} \ {p}
2. G[x, y] := true for each (x, y) ∈ {0 . . . n− 1}2
3. busy[x] := true for each x ∈ {0 . . . (n− 1)}

valid(m, i, j) :
100. if head(m)[0]6= k : return false
101. if head(m)[1] 6= ⊥1 ∧ head(m)[1] 6= ⊥2

102. ∧ first signature on m is from sender
103. ∧ last signature on m is from j
104. ∧ tail(m) is a chain of i signatures :
105. return true
106. if m == filler(1, i, j) ∨ m == filler(2, i, j) : return true
107. return false

interesting(m, i, j) :
110. return (
111. head(m)[0]==k
112. ∧ head(m)[1] 6= ⊥1 ∧ head(m)[1] 6= ⊥2

113. ∧ first signature on m is from sender
114. ∧ last signature on m is from j
115. ∧ tail(m) is a chain of i distinct signatures
116. ∧ m does not contain our own signature
117. ∧ ∀x ∈ Fwd : head(x) 6= head(m) )

padding(l) :
120. return a sequence of zeroes of length l.

filler(pos, i, p) :
130. return ((k,⊥pos),padding(ηs(i− 1))):p // ηs is the size of a signature

penance(j) :
140. return a message starting with k and of at least the same cost

(number of bytes, number of signatures) as faithfully following the protocol.

getRelay(k, n, busy[ ])
150. sender = k mod n
151. let score(x) = ((n + x− sender) mod n) + (n if busy[x])
152. let score(X) =

∑
x∈X score(x)

153. pick Relay ⊆ {0 . . . (n− 1)} \ {sender} that minimizes score(Relay) and s.t. |Relay| = f + 2.
154. return Relay

Figure 2: Helper functions for ATRB+

denote the value of variable G on node p.
To make sure that the rational envelope is

a BAR Equilibrium, we follow the advice from
Section 3.3 and use a credible punishment mech-
anism to deter nodes from deviating from the ra-
tional envelopes. In order to further social wel-
fare, we design the punishment mechanism so
that only the relay nodes are involved, leaving
the other (potentially busy) nodes undisturbed.

The main difference between ATRB+ and
the TRB+ protocol it derives from is the mech-
anism that focuses work on the relay nodes. The
lines in Figure 1 that are related to this mecha-
nism are numbered in bold.

4.4 ATRB+ Correctness

To prove that ATRB+ is correct, we first de-
fine the ATRB+ protocol and the rational enve-
lope ~Υ, and then we show that (ATRB+,~Υ) is
BAR-Tolerant by clearing the two requirements
of Definition 2.

1. ATRB+ is Byzantine fault-tolerant for all
protocols in ~Υ, and

2. (ATRB+,~Υ) is a BAR Equilibrium

Recall that we chose, for ~Υ, to allow Rational
nodes to lie about their idle/busy status (so their
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getBusy() (Figure 1, line 14) may return true
even if the node is not actually busy).

4.4.1 ATRB+ is Byzantine Fault-
Tolerant

The next few lemmas allow us to establish that
ATRB+ is Byzantine fault-tolerant regardless
of which protocol in ~Υ the Rational nodes fol-
low. Lemmas 1–8 assume that there are at most
f Byzantine nodes and that all non-Byzantine
nodes stay within the rational envelope ~Υ. Un-
less otherwise indicated, line numbers 10–90 re-
fer to Figure 1 and other line numbers refer to
Figure 2.

Lemma 1. For the first instance of the protocol,
Relayp is identical across all nodes p that follow
~Υ.

Proof. Relay is built deterministically on the ba-
sis of busy [ ] (Figure 2, lines 150–154). This
amounts to showing that there is a unique min-
imal score on line 153. By construction: for all
x 6= y ∈ {0 . . . (n − 1)}, score(x) 6= score(y)
and Relay can be built by adding the lowest-
scoring node, f + 2 times. All nodes initially
agree on the value of busy [ ] (Figure 2, line 3)
and so all non-Byzantine nodes start out with
the same Relay .

Lemma 2. If ATRB+ implements TRB and if
nodes r and p stay within the rational envelope
~Υ, then r ∈ Gp.

Proof. There are three places where r could be
removed from Gp on the first instance of the pro-
tocol: lines 23, 29, 57, 65, and 84. We show that
in each case, being in Υr guarantees that r is not
removed from Gp.

Initially, Gp contains all nodes other than p
(Figure 2, line 1). Node p executes line 23 if p
is in Relay and the sender did not sent a ticket
and line 29 is executed if p is in Relay and the
sender did not send a proposal. If r is the sender
then it will send both a ticket and a proposal to
all the nodes in Gr ∩ Relay on line 15.

Line 57 removes a node from Gp if it should
have sent a penance but did not. Since Relayp =
Relayr, node r sends the expected penance on
line 45 (the two conditions are identical).

Line 65 checks that r sent two distinct val-
ues that satisfy the valid(. . .) predicate. These
values are sent in lines 47–50. No more than two
values are sent because nothing is added to Fwd
if it already has size two (line 64). The mes-
sages sent pass the valid(. . .) test because they
are constructed either from filler(. . .) or from a
messages that passes the interesting(. . .) test
(Figure 2, lines 110–117) and the required signa-
ture is added (lines 15, 48).

Finally, line 84 only removes r if SFis de-
livered, which never happens if ATRB+ imple-
ments TRB and r and p follow the rational en-
velope.

To prove that ATRB+ implements TRB, we
start with a simpler version, ATRB+’, where we
removed the condition on line 64, so that any
number of values can extracted (not just the
first two). Putting the test back causes some
messages to be omitted, but it does not cause
any node to deliver a different value, so safety is
maintained.

Lemma 3. In ATRB+’, if non-Byzantine nodes
have the same value for Relay, then if non-
Byzantine r extracts v, then all non-Byzantine
nodes extract v as well.

Proof. The value v can either have been ex-
tracted on a round i < f , i = f , or on round
f + 1. There are no other rounds. If i < f ,
then the extracted value was put in the Fwd
set, signed, and forwarded to all the other non-
Byzantine, non-sender nodes (Extracted is as-
signed on lines 25, 28, 31, or 63, and in each case
the same value is added to Fwd since |Fwd | < 2
on line 64. Since i < f + 1, there are at
least two more rounds. On the next round
Fwd are signed and forwarded to all processes
in (Relay ∩ Gr) − sender (lines 40–43 and 48)
because Dest always includes nodes that are in
Relay and Gr. Since Relay has size f + 2 and
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non-Byzantine nodes are not removed from Gr

(Lemma 2), some correct relay node c receives
value v. In ATRB+’ all interesting values are ex-
tracted so c will, like r, add v to its Fwd set and
forward it with the required additional signature.
This time, v is sent to all nodes in Gc − sender
(line 41, c ∈ Relay) and so all non-Byzantine
nodes other than the sender extract v as well.
The sender already effectively extracted v (line
16) since the forwarded value must have been
originally sent by the sender (a message without
a valid signature would not pass valid(. . .), see
Figure 2, line 102). The conclusion thus holds
for the case i < f .

The case i = f is similar to i < f , ex-
cept that then in round f + 1, node r will for-
ward v to all nodes in Gr − sender, not just
those in Relay (see line 40). At non-Byzantine
nodes that have not yet extracted v these mes-
sages will pass interesting(. . .), and thus all
non-Byzantine nodes will extract V .

If i = f + 1, then the received value was
forwarded f + 1 times and so it was forwarded
by at least one non-Byzantine node c. Node c
received the value in an earlier round, we can
use the previous two cases to conclude that every
non-Byzantine node extracts v as well.

Lemma 4. In ATRB+’, if non-Byzantine nodes
have the same value for Relay, then all non-
Byzantine nodes deliver the same message.

Proof. By Lemma 3, all non-Byzantine have the
same Extracted set at the end of round f + 1.
Since the delivery value is determined determin-
istically from Extracted , all non-Byzantine nodes
deliver the same message.

Lemma 5. In ATRB+, if non-Byzantine nodes
have the same value for Relay, then all non-
Byzantine nodes deliver the same message
(Agreement).

Proof. The difference between ATRB+’ and
ATRB+ is that in the latter, Rational nodes do
not forward more than two values. However,
once a non-Byzantine node has extracted two

distinct values, extracting more will not change
its decision.

Consider non-Byzantine node r. It can ex-
tract either zero, one, or two values. It cannot
extract more, by design (line 64). If it extracts
zero values then no other non-Byzantine node ex-
tracted a value, and so all non-Byzantine nodes
deliver SFand Agreement holds. If it extracts a
single value, then all other non-Byzantine nodes
also extract that value and, further, no other
non-Byzantine node extracted a different value.
Therefore, the conclusion holds again. Finally,
if r extracts two values then there is a non-
Byzantine node that received both of these val-
ues. However, it may not have forwarded them
if it extracted a different set of two values. Still,
it follows that all non-Byzantine nodes extract
two values and so all decide SF.

Lemma 6. If non-Byzantine nodes have the
same value for Relay, then if the sender is non-
Byzantine and broadcasts a message m, then ev-
ery non-Byzantine node eventually delivers m
(Validity).

Proof. The non-Byzantine sender, after broad-
casting m, delivers it (line 16). The conclusion
follows from Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. If non-Byzantine nodes have the
same value for Relay, then the ATRB+ protocol
guarantees Validity, Agreement, Integrity, and
Termination in the presence of up to f Byzan-
tine nodes, as long as all non-Byzantine nodes
stay within the rational envelope.

Proof. Lemmas 6 and 5 prove validity and agree-
ment, respectively. Integrity holds because the
code only calls deliver once (line 16 for the
sender, 82 or 85 otherwise). Termination holds
because there are no loops and none of the calls
are blocking. The protocol completes at round
1 for the sender and round f + 1 for the other
nodes.

Lemma 8. If Relaya = Relayb for all non-
Byzantine nodes a and b at instance k of the
protocol, then Relaya = Relayb at instance k +1.
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Proof. All nodes start with the same Relay
(Lemma 1). Relay is computed on the basis of
busy [ ] and busy [ ] is only updated on lines 16
and 81, just before nodes deliver a value. If the
sender is non-Byzantine or if Extracted has size
one, all non-Byzantine nodes have the same el-
ement in Extracted (Lemma atrb+agreement).
Therefore, all non-Byzantine nodes agree on the
update to busy [sender ] and thus both busy [ ] and
Relay remain consistent across non-Byzantine
nodes.

Theorem 1. The ATRB+ protocol guarantees
Validity, Agreement, Integrity, and Termination
in the presence of up to f Byzantine nodes, as
long as all non-Byzantine nodes stay within the
rational envelope.

Proof. Initially, all non-Byzantine nodes agree
on Relay (Lemma 1). The first instance of
ATRB+ therefore guarantees Validity, Agree-
ment, Integrity and Termination (lemma 7).
This, in turn, ensures that all non-Byzantine
nodes agree on Relay for the next instance as
well (Lemma 8) and so all instances of ATRB+
satisfy Validity, Agreement, Integrity and Ter-
mination.

This theorem concludes our proof that
ATRB+ is Byzantine fault-tolerant.

4.4.2 (ATRB+,~Υ) is a BAR Equilibrium

Having shown that ATRB+ is Byzantine fault-
tolerant, the next step is to show that
(ATRB+,~Υ) is a BAR Equilibrium, as per Defi-
nition 1. We must show that deviating outside of
the rational envelope is never better than staying
inside. We chose the rational envelope in such a
way that leaving it causes a node to be shunned,
so we show that it is never worthwhile to leave
the rational envelope. To this effect, we choose
the penance(j) method to generate a message
for node j that has the following property: send-
ing that message to all the nodes that j does
not currently shun is more costly that sending
the messages required by the protocol to all the

nodes that j currently shuns. Since nodes’ busy
or idle status influences which nodes may par-
ticipate in Relay , and since the status is only
updated when a node successfully broadcasts a
value, it could potentially be in a node’s best in-
terest to prevent another node from going from
idle to busy. We show that a node cannot, by it-
self, prevent another from broadcasting a value.

Lemma 9. A Rational node r cannot prevent
a non-Byzantine sender s from broadcasting a
value.

Proof. In its first step, node b sends its value to
all nodes in Relay that it does not shun (lines 10,
15). Relay has size f+2 (line 153) and nodes that
follow the protocol are not shunned (Lemma 2),
so at least two non-Byzantine nodes receive s’s
value. So even if r is in Relay and tries to sup-
press messages, the other non-Byzantine node
in Relay will correctly forward messages, so ev-
ery non-Byzantine node will receive the sender’s
value. The only other way to prevent s’s value
from being successfully broadcast would be for
r to cause the other nodes to extract a sec-
ond value. However, only values that bear the
sender’s signature can be extracted (lines 62 and
113) and a non-Byzantine sender only signs a
single value.

Lemma 10. It is never in the best interest of a
Rational node r to be shunned by another Ratio-
nal node s.

Proof. Once r is shunned by s, there is no longer
any incentive for r to do anything that s expects,
so a benefit to r is that it can omit sending mes-
sages to s and can omit computations (if there
were any) that are only checked by s. The cost
of being shunned by s is that r no longer re-
ceives a ticket from s, so it must send the ex-
pensive penance(r) message. By construction,
penance(r) returns a message that is strictly
costlier to generate and send than following the
protocol with respect to s would be. It is there-
fore in r’s best interest not to be shunned by
other rational nodes.
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Having shown that shunning is a sufficient
deterrent, we now show that every unilateral de-
viation from ATRB+ either directly reduces the
estimated utility or results in being shunned. To
increase their estimated utility nodes must re-
duce their cost, so we look at every cost in turn
and consider the set of deviations that could pre-
vent the cost. We show that they all result in
shunning.

Lemma 11. Not sending the ticket from line 15
results in shunning.

Proof. The first opportunity for Rational node p
to cut cost is to avoid sending the ticket (k,j):p,
sending a ticket that is shorter or is missing the
signature, or resending an old ticket so as not to
have to compute the signature again. There is
no other cost-cutting opportunity from deviating
at that line of the protocol. All these changes re-
sult in the destination node shunning p (line 23)
because the circumstances under which the mes-
sage should be sent are the same as the circum-
stances under which the message is expected (re-
cipient is not shunned and f = 0 or the recipient
is in Relay). All tickets have the same size (and
the recipient expects the ticket to be of the right
size), so a malformed ticket will be detected. The
instance number is part of the ticket, so it is im-
possible to reuse a ticket from a previous instance
(only one ticket is issued per instance). There is
no risk if the destination is known to be Byzan-
tine, but the ATRB+ protocol already compels p
to shun all nodes that it believes are Byzantine,
since any deviating node is immediately removed
from Gp and thus shunned.

Short of shunning nodes (which we already
know is detrimental), there is nothing that p can
do to modify the set of nodes to which it is ex-
pected to send the ticket: it is determined from
f and Relay , both of which are outside of p’s
control (Lemma 9).

Lemma 12. Not sending the proposal from line
15 results in shunning.

Proof. Proposals are constant-size, so a node
cannot cut costs by sending a shorter proposal.

Not sending the proposal, even to one node that
is supposed to receive it, would result in the
sender being shunned for the same reason as not
sending the ticket: the set of nodes that the
sender must send a proposal to (computed in
lines 10–12) is the same set of nodes that ex-
pect a proposal from the sender and will shun
it otherwise (lines 27–29), with the exception of
the nodes that already shun the sender (those
ignore the sender’s proposal (line 24), but will
accept the ticket if they receive it (line 18)).

Lemma 13. Not sending a ticket or penance at
line 45 results in shunning.

Proof. Line 45 requires that, in round 2, all
Relay nodes forward a valid ticket or penance to
all other Relay nodes (that they don’t already
shun). At lines 54–57, nodes in Relay check that
they receive a ticket or penance from all other
Relay nodes, or they start shunning them. So
not sending the message or sending an invalid
message results in shunning.

It is not possible, either, to send a cheaper
message than required (meaning shorter or with
fewer signatures) as recipients check that the
message has the right form (line 56).

Lemma 14. There is no benefit in sending a
filler(. . .) message rather than a Fwd message
at lines 47–50.

Proof. These two messages have exactly the
same cost: they contain the instance number,
msg (a proposal and the busy flag), i signa-
tures, and the last signature must be new. The
filler(. . .) replaces the contents with filler of the
same length, so there is no incentive to deviate.
Since the message is specific to the instance and
grows with every round, it is not possible to reuse
a previous signature.

Lemma 15. Not sending a Fwd or filler(. . .)
message at lines 47–50 results in shunning.

Proof. Lines 47–50 call for exactly two messages
to be sent to all nodes in Dest . The pattern
is that (except for shunned nodes), Relay nodes
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send to all but the sender, and non-Relay nodes
send only to Relay nodes. So Relay nodes ex-
pect to receive messages from all but the sender,
and non-Relay nodes expect to receive messages
from Relay nodes. Line 59 selects each node that
must forward, and line 60 checks that it sent two
distinct valid messages. Nodes that fail that test
are shunned. So, all recipients of the messages
sent in lines 47–50 check that they received the
message. The valid(. . .) function only accepts
messages of the same cost as what is required
to send, so all deviations from lines 47–50 that
otherwise reduce costs result in shunning.

Since there are no other places where nodes
incur costs, the lemmas above show that no uni-
lateral deviation from the rational envelope can
increase a node’s utility.

5 Related Work

The BAR model [5, 9, 29] bridges the world of
game theory and the world of fault-tolerance.
The former is mostly concerned with the be-
havior of self-interested or Rational nodes, and
the latter is mostly concerned with the behav-
ior of nodes that fail either by crashing or by
arbitrarily deviating from the protocol (Byzan-
tine nodes). Two previous protocols implement
TRB in the BAR model (TRB+ [29] and BaN
TRB [9]), but they cannot leverage Altruistic
nodes. We list below some other works that have
explored the interface between game theory and
fault-tolerance before us.

The field of mechanism design [30] studies
how to maximize the social welfare, a function
of the outcome that indicates how beneficial the
outcome is to society as a whole (instead of
the individual players). In mechanism design,
the designer modifies the outcome function so
that, when the Rational nodes act to maximize
their individual utility, the resulting social wel-
fare is also maximized. This approach is useful
in contexts where the protocol designer has con-
trol over what should happen in response to the

nodes’ actions, for example in auctions. There
are similarities between our approach to building
BAR-Tolerant protocols and mechanism design,
but we differ on a fundamental point: in our ap-
proach to designing BAR-Tolerant protocols, we
cannot change the outcome function: the out-
come observed by the nodes is a direct result of
their interactions, which in turn depend only on
each node’s strategy. Since we cannot manipu-
late outcome, instead we manipulate the initial
protocol σ that we propose to the nodes, with the
goal of influencing their final strategy choice.

Several researchers have begun to examine
constructing incentive compatible systems [3, 33,
37, 38]. There has been some success in applying
mechanism design to distributed systems in rout-
ing [4, 14, 15] and caching [8]. Unfortunately,
these efforts generally ignore Byzantine behavior
and adopt a model where every node is rational.

Eliaz [13] suggests the notion of k-fault tol-
erant Nash equilibrium (k-FTNE) in the context
of mechanism design. Their parameter k plays
the same role as our f , the bound on the num-
ber of Byzantine nodes and so their equilibrium
concept bridges game theory and fault-tolerance.
Abraham et al. [1] added the notion of t colluding
nodes, creating the notion of (k, t)-robustness.
As we have shown [9], both notions are useful but
they are not applicable when sending messages
can be considered a cost, because then their defi-
nitions require that there exist no deviation that
would, ex-post, increase the utility. However, if
some node crashed, then it could be beneficial to
deviate by omitting messages to that node (even
before it crashes) and so no protocol is k-FTNE
or (k, t)-robust. The notion of BAR-Tolerance
(as well as IC-BFT) escapes this difficulty be-
cause it considers ex-ante utility, meaning the
utility that nodes estimate they may gain, be-
fore the protocol is run to completion.

The work of Abraham et al. [1] also denotes
some nodes as “altruistic”, but their meaning
differs from ours. They use this name for nodes
that will deviate from the protocol in ways that
these nodes believe are beneficial to the sys-
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tem as a whole. Our model, instead, separates
the notion of Altruistic nodes (in our case these
nodes follow a specially tailored protocol that is
beneficial to the system) from non-rational nodes
(the Byzantine nodes, whose utility function is
unknown and whose deviation may aim to help
or harm the system).

Moscibroda et al. [32] analyze the interaction
of Rational and Byzantine nodes in the context
of a specific one-shot game, the virus inoculation
game. They measure the “price of anarchy” and
the “price of malice”, defined respectively as the
impact of having Rational nodes (instead of all
Altruistic) and having Byzantine and Rational
nodes (instead of all Rational). Like us, they find
that the presence of Byzantine nodes can sim-
plify the design of BAR-Tolerant protocol when
the nodes are risk-averse. What remains to be
seen is to what extent the presence of Altruistic
nodes can reduce the price of anarchy.

5.1 Acknowledgments

The idea of the BAR Equilibrium was already
present in earlier work [5] and we recognized its
potential for leveraging Altruistic nodes. The
contribution of this paper is to formalize the
concept of BAR Equilibrium and show the first
BAR-Tolerant protocol that leverages Altruistic
nodes. We would like to acknowledge the authors
of earlier BAR work [5, 9, 22] for their influence
in the results presented here.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents two results: the first is an
extension of the BAR model [5, 9, 29] that gives
a new equilibrium concept (BAR Equilibrium)
that makes it possible to leverage Altruistic
nodes, unlike the previous concept of Incentive-
Compatible Byzantine Fault-Tolerance. The key
contribution of BAR Equilibrium is that it toler-
ates some degree of deviation from the Rational
nodes.

The second result is the ATRB+ protocol.

This protocol implements Terminating Reliable
Broadcast despite Byzantine and Rational be-
havior and Altruistic nodes, if present, are used
to shift work from busy to idle nodes. This shift
improves the common good (or social welfare,
computed by summing the utility function of ev-
ery non-Byzantine node). This sort of optimiza-
tion was not possible without the BAR Equi-
librium concept as there is no way to prevent
Rational nodes from lying about whether they
are busy or idle. If all nodes lie then work is
distributed evenly and, as Altruistic nodes are
added, work is shifted to them when they are
idle. The protocol, while interesting in its own
right, also serves the purpose of illustrating how
one can design and verify a BAR-Tolerant pro-
tocol.
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